
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

ONPLANETZU RELEASES HIGH 

ENERGY ELECTRONIC HIP HOP 

REGGAE ROCK ALBUM TITLED 

"ADVENTURES OF YO MAMA” 

LOS ANGELES, CA - OnPlanetZu (OPZ) is more than just 

a band. Their music oozes an original sound comprised of 

electronic dance, hip-hop, reggae and rock. Their “no pre-

recorded samples” approach to songwriting creates a fun, 

fresh and high-energy performance contrary to the follow-

suit up-to-the-minute sounds in today's music. OPZ's 

music is played around the world on a multitude of internet 

and FM radio stations and video channels. The band was 

recently invited to open up the BET Idols and Icons 

Awards after-party. Collectively and individually, the 

members of OnPlanetZu have years of experience in the 

music industry and a seamless way of working together.  

Zu Tha Greatone, who is the lead singer and songwriter 

of the Los Angeles-based band, team up with Bazerk and 

music producer Cori Jacobs also known as DJ Fader, to 

bring a fresh new approach to OPZ’s latest album entitled 

“Adventures of Yo Mama”. The album contains an 

element of unpredictable ever-changing rhythmic flow which is carried out throughout the tracks, and 

feature guest appearances by Galilee and Supa. The single "Speakers" which was awarded “Song of the 

Month” by Akademia Music Awards, is groundbreaking and will move you with its earthshaking force. The 

heavy bass-infused track "Fire" is lively and electrifying and will literally have you dancing interminably as 

if you were truly on fi-yah! The music video for “Fire” lives up to the same excitement and hype as the track. 

The album makes a strong declaration of originality and has already captured the attention of a number of 

highly respectable names in the music industry. OPZ's live performances 

continue to draw crowds to the dance floor. The band never fails to 

deliver.  

 

Watch the official music video for “Fyah for You” by OnPlanetZu on 

YouTube: https://youtu.be/EguBESFrfy4 

 

About the Band 

OnPlanetZu, an original band and self-contained entity where creativity 

manifests itself in the form of rhythm, sound and performance. 

 

For more information about OnPlanetZu visit online: 

www.onplanetzu.com 

www.youtube.com/onplanetzu 

www.facebook.com/onplanetzu 

www.twitter.com/onplanetzu 

www.instagram.com/onplanetzu 
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